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Executive Summary
This report summarises the comments, ideas and concerns raised by residents of Kedge House, Starboard Way and
Winch House throughout the initial stages of the Options Appraisal process.
In general, we found that residents shared many of the same concerns and have similar ideas about the future of their
homes, estate, streets and open spaces. In addition, residents generally agreed with the objectives that formed the initial
draft Residents’ Brief across the five categories: housing; environment; accessibility; well-being and economy.
When asked about their home, residents were generally talking about the size and design of their living space. Many
also stressed the importance of having a private garden or balcony, something that is not currently offered to all residents
on site. Others spoke about storage, which is lacking in some areas of the site.
When asked about their estate, residents generally thought that safety and security was very important. Maintaining the
strong sense of community on the current estate was also vital to residents. Others spoke about access to green open
space and provision of parking for existing residents.
When asked about their streets, safety and security was again raised by many residents as an important issue.
Residents also talked about improved lighting and clear routes to and from their homes, which the current layout does not
always offer. Others also mentioned provision of bike storage and improved street parking for cars.
When asked about their open spaces, many residents thought that private outdoor space was very important. Other
important features included communal space for sitting, playing and exercising, as well as preservation of existing trees
and greenery. Many residents were keen to retain and improve the children’s play area. Residents were somewhat split
in their opinions about providing a dog exercise area and allotment space.
Residents generally agreed with all of the objectives proposed in the draft Residents’ Brief. The only objectives that
had any notable disagreement were about providing separate dog areas, improving cycle storage, improving connections
through to the Westferry Site and providing new commercial facilities on site.
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Introduction
Residents’ Consultation 1: Early engagement
Event dates:
Thursday 10 October (4pm-8pm)
Saturday 12 October (10am-2pm)
Residents who attended an event: 40
Number of households represented: 24
Follow up one to ones:
Monday 28 October to Friday 15 November
Number of households engaged in one to ones: 54
Total number of households in Kedge House, Starboard Way or Winch House: 71
Number of completed feedback forms: 60
(from 55 different households)

Total number of households who engaged: 59 (83%)
(attended either an event or one to one)

This report is a summary of the comments and issues raised by residents of Kedge House, Starboard Way and
Winch House both at the beginning of 2019 during One Housing’s survey of residents, and during the first round of
regeneration consultation throughout October and November 2019. This first round of consultation included two
exhibition events followed by one to one meetings arranged between residents and the One Housing regeneration
team. This allowed One Housing to explain and discuss the options appraisal process with as many of you as
possible and gather your feedback.
Hopefully many of the questions and responses in this report will seem familiar; and it is fair to say that the findings
are very similar to those we presented to you in our survey report in June 2019. You may feel this report is not
telling you anything new. But it is important to test and record the findings of every stage of consultation, as the
comments and views expressed in this document will help decide the future of Kedge House, Starboard Way and
Winch House. The fact that this report confirms the findings of our earlier resident surveys is a good sign that the
community have strong and views on the future of their homes.
The event welcomed and introduced residents of Kedge House, Starboard Way and Winch House to the options
appraisal process, during which we will consider possible options for the future of these three buildings. Residents were
shown a time line of the process and presented with example images for each of the six options. Key comments and
findings from the residents’ survey, carried out earlier in the year were displayed and it was explained how this feedback
has helped inform the draft residents brief (key promises made to residents if regeneration were to happen), that was
shown on another of the display boards. One Housing also provided contact details for more information.
The One Housing regeneration team and PRP architects were available during the events to talk to residents about the
displays, explain things where necessary and discuss people’s thoughts, questions and concerns. Residents were offered
the chance to complete a survey and encouraged to write comments on post-it notes and stick them directly on the
displays. In the one to one meetings with residents following the events, One Housing were able to get feedback and
have discussions with those who had not already commented or had not been able to attend the events.
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Questionnaire: Have your say
The first part of the feedback form (see example at top of page 19) collected basic information and asked residents about
their home and the area in which they live. Responses were recorded by ticking boxes and adding comments to indicate
how important each feature was to each resident.
About you
Of the 60 feedback forms completed, 35 were from Kedge House, 9 from Winch House and 16 from Starboard Way.
Of the respondents who attended the event, 20 told us how long they have lived in their home and almost half were
between 20-25 years. The majority of residents (17) had lived on the estate between 11-25 years.

How
have you lived here?
“How long have you lived at
yourlong
home?”
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

0-5 years

6-10 years

11-15 years

16-20 years

20-25 years

26+ years

Your home
Residents were asked to consider the importance of five features relating to their home. In general, respondents agreed
that all features were important. 50 or more people agreed that having a garden or balcony and having privacy were
‘very important’. Less than five people in any category thought the feature was ‘not important.
“How important do
you consider
the following
about yourthe
home?”
How
important
do you consider
following about your home?
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

The design of your home

Having a garden or
balcony
Very important

Communal entrances
Slightly important

Having big windows/good
natural light

Privacy

Not important
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Your home continued...
Residents were asked to comment on what was important about their home. Many told us that size and space was most
important, whilst safety and security, location, sense of community and storage were also mentioned by several residents.
Balconies, cleanliness and build quality were also mentioned by some.
“What is most important to you about your home?”
30
25
20
15
10
5
0

“If rebuilt, would like a balcony”

“No full length windows”

“Bigger rooms when Kedge comes down”

“Having a nice kitchen”

Your estate
We then asked people to think about the importance of four features relating to their estate. 57 respondents agreed that
safety and security was ‘very important’, while over 40 agreed that connections to wider facilities, parking and a sense of
community were also ‘very important’. On the other hand, seven respondents thought parking was only slightly important,
while nine thought it was ‘not important’. Fewer than five people said that connections to wider facilities and a sense of
community were ‘not important’.

How important do you consider the following about your estate?
How important do you consider the following about your estate?

“How important do you consider the following about your estate?”
60
60
50
50
40
40
30
30
20
20
10
10
0
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0 Connections to wider facilities
Connections to wider facilities

Parking
Parking
Very important
Very important

Safety and security
Safety and security
Slightly important
Not important
Slightly important
Not important

Sense of community
Sense of community

Your estate continued...
When asked to comment on what was important about their estate, safety and security was the most frequently
mentioned feature with 12 comments, while parking, location and having access to a green open space were also
common with 11 mentions each. Also, frequently mentioned was the sense of community, peace and quiet and having a
children’s play area.

What
isestate?”
important you about your estate
“What is important to you about
your
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0

Safety and Green
Parking
security open space

Location

Sense of Cleanliness Local
community
and
amenity
tidiness

“Enclosed estate, neighbours overlooking”

Children's Outside Peace and
play area space for
quiet
dogs

Privacy

“Good neighbours and community”

“Good location - close to Canary Wharf/central London/good parks”

“Views are very important”

Your streets
Respondents were then asked to consider the importance of seven different features relating to their streets. Clear routes
to and from homes, walkability and good lighting were considered the most important features. Street parking was also
considered ‘very important’ by many of those who responded. The remaining three features had a more even spread of
importance, which indicates that whilst they are very important to some, other residents find them less important, or not
How important do you consider the following about your streets?
important at all.
60

How
important
do you consider
following about your streets?
“How important do
you consider
the following
about yourthe
streets?”
60
50
50
40
40
30
30
20
20
10
10
0
0

Clear routes to and Walkable routes
Clear
to and Walkable routes
fromroutes
your home
from your home

Good lighting
Good lighting

Very important
Very important

Active frontages Cycle routes and Street trees and Street parking for
Active
frontages Cycle
routes and Street
trees and Street
parking for
with
overlooking
storage
planting
cars
with
overlooking
storage
planting
cars
windows
windows
Slightly important
Not important
Slightly important
Not important
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Your streets continued...
Residents were asked to think about their streets, and tell us the features they thought were most important. With 15
mentions, safety and security received the most comments, while walkability and access to parking both received eight or
more mentions. People also said that maintenance, peace and quiet and overlooking doors and windows were important,
among other things.

What
is important
youonabout
your streets?
“What is important to you about
the roads
and pathways
your estate?”
16
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0

Safety and
security

Parking

Walkability Cleanliness Maintenance

“Keep parking”

Lighting

Doors and
windows
overlooking
street

“Bike storage needed”

Better lighting outside - very dark here”

Privacy

Peace and
quiet

Crossing
points

“Podium parking”

“Parking spaces are not used - explore infill here”

Your open spaces
Respondents were then asked to think about the importance of seven different features of their open space. Seating
space, play space and private outdoor space were considered ‘very important’ by over 40 people, whilst over 30 people
agreed that exercise space and preservation of existing trees and greenery was ‘very important’. Residents had mixed
views on space for exercising pets and allotment space, with an almost equal number of people finding these ‘very
important’ and ‘not important’. This suggests a difference of opinion between those who make use of these features and
some of those who do not.

How important do you consider the following about your estate?

How
important
do following
you consider
the open
following
“How important
do you
consider the
about your
space?”about your open space?
60
60
50
50
40
40
30
30
20
20
10
10
0
0

Space to sit and
Space to play
relax
Connections to wider facilities

Space for exercise
Parking
Very
Veryimportant
important
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Space for
Preservation of Allotment space Private outdoor
exercising pets existing trees and
space
Safety and
security
Sense of community
greenery
Slightly
Slightlyimportant
important

Not
Notimportant
important

Your open spaces continued...
Residents were asked to comment on what they considered important about the open spaces on their estate. With 15
comments, having a separate play area for children was the most frequently mentioned feature. Safety, green space and
a communal open space were each mentioned six or more times. Other features such as a dog run, private open spaces
and improved lighting were also mentioned, among other things.

What
is important
to you
about
theestate?”
open spaces on your estate?
“What is important
to you
about the open
spaces
on your
16
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0

“Play area is key”

“Lighting in play area too dark - better visibility”

“We grow vegetables at the allotment”

“Outside pet exercise”
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Questionnaire: The draft Residents’ Brief
The second part of the feedback form (see example at bottom of page 19) looked at the Draft Residents’ Brief. We asked
respondents to agree or disagree with a number of ‘objectives’ that were based on what people told us when they took
part in the resident survey in February/March 2019. Residents were also invited to include any further objectives they
would like added to the residents’ brief. The brief was split into five categories; housing, environment, accessibility, wellbeing and economy.
Housing
Respondents generally agreed with all five features relating to their homes, with every objective agreed with by over 40
people. No more than five people disagreed with any of the objectives.
Statements related to housing

Chart Title

60
50
40
30
20
10
0

Ensure buildings are fit for Provide houses that meet Provide separate bedrooms Providing more homes
Maintain current tenancy
modern living
residents' housing needs for those currently living in including more affordable
terms unless residents
bedsits
homes
choose otherwise
Agree

Disagree

“Too much housing going up at the moment, but we do need housing!”

“Big lift”
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“Like for like in terms of housing”

“Let my family share the house they want to live in and how many bedrooms they need”

Environment
Respondents generally also agreed with all six statements related to the environment, with every objective agreed with
by 39 or more respondents. Everyone agreed that a quiet and peaceful environment should be maintained. However, 12
people did not agree that having a separate dog exercise area should be on the residents’ brief.
Statements related to environment

Chart Title

60
50
40
30
20
10
0

Improve private and
public amenity space

Include separate dog Help maintain a quiet, Improve sustainability Improve servicing i.e.
exercise areas
peaceful local
and energy efficiency
cleaning and
environment and
maintenance
reduce anti-social
behaviour
Agree

“Water pressure is really bad”

“Improve drains, fix leaks”

Improve water
pressure within the
blocks

Disagree

“Improve draught proofing”

“Drainage is a problem”

“Add more play equipment to new park should this go ahead”
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Accessibility
Respondents generally agreed that accessibility should be improved within and around all homes and that parking
should be provided to meet current requirements, with over 45 people agreeing with each. Improving cycle storage and
connections to surrounding communities including the new Westferry Printworks were generally agreed with, although 18
people disagreed with cycle storage being a priority and 10 people had reservations or disagreed with improving access
to surrounding communities.
Statements related to accessibility

Chart Title

60
50
40
30
20
10
0

Improve accessibility
within and around all
homes

Improve availability of
cycle storage

Agree

“Bigger communal area”

Provide adequate car
parking that meets
current requirements

Improve connections to
surrounding communities,
potentially including the
new Printworks site once
completed

Disagree

“Don’t want others to walk through” (route to Printworks)

“Pedestrian only” (route to Printworks)

“Would like access to facilities in Printworks”

“Need bigger entrances for furniture deliveries. Need disabled parking. Avoid dark alleys”

“Concern about access through to Printworks”
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“Prefer to keep estate not as a through route”

Well-being
Respondents generally agreed with all priorities related to well-being, with over 45 people agreeing to each statement.
No more than five people disagreed with any of the statements.
Statements related to well-being

Chart Title

60
50
40
30
20
10
0

Providing housing and care Allow communities to stay Ensure any temporary Provide more facilities for Improve health and welloptions for elderly and
together if they wish
moves are close to existing
young people
being
those with specialist needs
homes
Agree

Disagree

“Bins for food waste”

“Prefer to keep elderly in mixed blocks”
“Prefer elderly within community”

“Council should provide special care homes”

“Not separate homes for elderly - mix them in”
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Economy
Over 50 people agreed that employment and training opportunities should be offered during any regeneration. 39
people agreed that new commercial facilities should be provided, whilst 14 people disagreed.
Statements related to the economy
Chart Title
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

Ensure the local community have access to Provide new commercial facilities (shops,
employment and training opportunities cafes, business space) for convenience of
arising from regeneration
residents and enable economic growth
Agree

Disagree

“It’s quite a small site so not really room for new shops”

“Not chicken shop, but restaurant/café etc.”

“Depends what kind of commercial - no to anything like shops/cafes”

“Would not like shops in the estate”

“Make sure jobs are made available to locals”
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“Commercial space nearby but not necessarily within red line”

“Not a priority as other shops close by”

Have your say
The final part of the feedback form asked those residents who attended a drop-in event, if they found the event useful.
Of the 21 respondents, 18 (86%) agreed that the event was informative, while three (14%) said only some of it was. No-one
disagreed.
“Have you found the drop-in session informative?”

Agree
Disagree
Some of it

When asked about their preferred method of contact, respondents were relatively split and voted for a number of
methods. A regular newsletter was the most popular choice, while a further 5 methods received 10 or more votes.
Setting up a website or small block meetings were less popular options with 5 votes each. Two people suggested
mobile contact as an addition to the given options.

How would you prefer to be kept informed and involved in the
“How would you prefer to be kept informed and involved
future?in the future?”
16
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0

Regular
Noticeboard
newsletter
on estate

Personal
letter

Email

Informal
meetings

Through the
RSG

Website

Small block
meetings

Mobile
contact
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